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Athlete’s Guide  
Vansbro Triathlon, Long course and olympic distance 
29 juni 2019 

Welcome to Dalarna and Vansbro Triathlon! This document contains important information about 
the race. 

Time schedule 
With reservation for changes. 

Friday, June 28 
17:00 – 20:00   Race bib distribution in the large information tent on the arena. 

20:00 – 21:00 Pre-Race meeting is held in the restaurant tent on the arena, not 
mandatory but recommended. 

Saturday 29 June 
07:30-10:30  Race bib distribution – long course 

07:30-11:30  Race bib distribution – olympic distance 

07:30-10:45  Check-in at the transition area (TA) for participants in long course 

07:30-11:30  Check-in at the TA for participants in olympic distance 

11:00  START Long course, all classes 

12:00  START Olympic distance 

17:00  Awards ceremony in the restaurant tent 

20:00  Finish area closes 

 

Questions? Please feel free to contact us at: info@vansbrosimningen.se or 0281 106 22 

A warm welcome to Vansbro! 
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On site in Vansbro 
Parking 
Follow the P-signs and parking officials instructions to find the parking lot. 

Race bib / Race package 
You can fetch your race package on Friday evening in the large information tent on the arena 
either Friday night or Saturday morning, see time schedule on the first page of the document. 
Note! You need an ID to get your race package. 

Check in your bike 
On Saturday morning from 07:30 AM you can check in your bike in the TA. At the entrance, 
your bike and helmet are checked. Make sure that the bike is in order for the competition so 
you have no mechanical problems. There is a small bike service available near the TA  if any last 
minute problem would appear before check-in. 

Your bike and helmet should be marked with your starting number. In your race package you 
will find stickers that you use for this. 

The check-in closes 10:45 AM for middle distance and 11:30 AM for Olympic distance 

Once you have done this, you cannot remove the bike before the start of the competition, so test 
gears etc. before check-in. 

Transition Area 
You will find your place at the TA by looking for the number on your race number. Once you 
arrive, organize yourself to your liking and taste. Unsure how to do it? Ask an offical. Remember 
not to occupy too much space. 

Changeing and toilet 
At the TA there’s the possibility of changeover for those who need. However, we recommend 
that you have your bike/running clothes on you under your wetsuit so that you do not have to 
think about this part. Please try your race outfit a few times before the race so you feel that 
everything works. 

You will find toilets adjacent in the TA. 

Warm up 
Any warm-up on your bike should, as mentioned before, be carried out before you rack your 
bike in the TA. You can run along the river and swim in the river. 

Pre-race briefing – In Swedish 
Friday 28 June at 20:00 is the pre-race meeting in the restaurant tent for those who have 
arrived in Vansbro. The pre-race meeting is not mandatory but it is your obligation as a 
competitor to know the rules and also find your way around the course, so if you are unsure, we 
really recommend that you attend the pre-race briefing. This meeting applies to both long 
course and olympic distance. 
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The race 
15 min before start – Time for lineup  
All participants in the long course start together according to their own appreciated capability. 
Olympic distance starts later. 

Double check so that your chip sits tight around your ankle. 

Your time starts when you pass the timing mat on your way into the water. 

Swim  
All classes start on land according to the above paragraph. 
When you cross the start mat, which is just before you go 
into the water, your timing starts. 

Long course: 
You swim a one lap loop anti clockwise. The swim course 
starts with 200m upstream swim before you turn and 
swim downstream for about 900m. The last turn gets you 
onto the classic Vansbrosimningen path upstream of the 
river edge the last about 800m. There are buoys at each 
turning point. When swim downstream you are free to use 
the entire river to the right side of the buoys. On the 
upstream the last 800m you follow the river edge with the 
buoys on your left hand side. The finish of the swimleg is 
the classic finish portal of Vansbrosimningen. 

Olympic distans: 
The swimming of the olympic distance is 1000m instead of 
1500m as it is "normal" for this distance. We choose to do 
this to make our competition a little more “friendly” to 
people who think the swimming is the most difficult part. 
If you are disappointed with this shorter swimming 
distance we’ve compensated it with making the biking 
45km instead of normal 40km, so there you have the 
chance to get tired if the swimming itself was not enough 
challenge. 

You swim on a one lap loop anti clockwise. The swim 
course starts with 200m upstream swim before you turn 
and swim downstream for about 450m and then turn onto 
the classic Vansbrosimningen path upstream of the river 
edge the last about 350m. There are buoys at each turning 
point. When you swim downstream you get to swim any 
way you want, but upstream of the last 350mm you follow 
the river edge with the buoys on your left hand side. The 
goal of the swim moment is the classic finish portal of Vansbrosimningen. 
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Special rules for swimming:   
• Wetsuit in Triathlon is mandatory if the water temperature is below 15.9 degrees celsius 
• No aid tools are allowed. 
• Designated swim cap should be used. 
• Optional swim style. 
• Shorter rest on a boat/jetty is allowed as long as you stand still. 
• The number tag should NOT be on during swimming, but your timing chip is required. 

  
The maximum time spent on swimming is 1 h and 15 minutes on long course and 45 min at 
olympic distance.   

Bike 
When you come up from swimming, run/go back to the TA. Take off your wetsuit, put on your 
helmet, shoes, your race number, etc. When you're done, take your bike with you and go to the 
exit for cycling. 

You can start your biking after passing the mount line after exiting TA. The number tag should 
be facing backwards when cycling. 

Remember to check extra so your timing chip remains around your ankle before 
embarking on the bike. 

Bike course, long distance: 
The bike course is 90 kilometers, flat and fast and is cycled on a two lap course. The start goes 
out from the TA over the Västerdalälven (the river) with turning point near Heden/Nås.  

In the section "Suspension Bridge" overtaking is forbidden. The 12m drafting rule does not 
apply in this section of the course. See picture below. 

 

You’ll then bike out 22.5 km to the turning point and back to Vansbro.  On the long course you’ll 
do this loop twice. 

There’s an energy station located at the turning point in Vansbro which you’ll reach after about 
45km. Make sure you have two liquid bottles on the first lap. As you approach the energy 
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station, there’s a marked area where you can throw away rubbish and your empty bottles. You 
will not get the bottles you throw away back. 

In connection with the energy station is also a penalty box and wheelbox. 

Note! Keep in mind that you must arrange to leave AND collect the wheels you want at 
wheelbox. They must be marked with your starting number.  

Bike course, olympic distance: 
The bike course is 45 kilometers, flat and fast and cycled once on a one lap course. The start 
goes out from the TA over the Västerdalälven with turning point near Heden / Nås. 

In the section "Suspension Bridge" overtaking is forbidden. The 10m drafting rule does not 
apply in this section of the course. See picture below. 
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You’ll then bike out 22.5 km to the turning point and back to Vansbro.  On the olympic distance 
you’ll do this loop once. 

For olympic distance, we have no energy station so make sure you have all the energy and fluid 
you need for the whole race from the beginning, two filled bottles on the bike are 
recommended. 

If you received any penalty during the bike moment then you serve the time penalty in the 
Penalty Box which is just before the liquid check for the long course but which also passes the 
olympic distance.  

Important about the bike section:  

• We expect fair play and a safety thinking. Accidents can be avoided through this. Take 
no unnecessary risks. Expect that there will be some involuntary queues from time to 
time, be patient. 

• At intersections and otherwise where there are cones, you must cycle to the right about 
these. Traffic guards are in place to facilitate crossings. 

• Regular traffic rules apply. All road are open to traffic. 
• Own lengthening of liquid is only permitted in connection with the official control 

available for the long course 
• The track is well marked with signs at the roadside. 
• Drafting (to get help from the cyclist in front) is prohibited. There must be a gap to the 

front rider of at least 12 meters for the long course and 10m for the olympic distance. 
• When overtaking, you have 25 seconds for the overtaking. If you get overtaken, you 

should immediately fall back 10 or 12 meters depending on which distance you bike. 
The judge checks that the rule is followed from motorcycles. 
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• If the 10 or 12 meter rule is not followed, the referee shows blue card (= warning). If the 
warning is not respected, red card (= disqualification) can be given. In case of a blue 
card, you must stay in the penalty box (see below) to get a time supplement. 

• No music equipment may be worn or used during the cycle (or running). 
• The race number should be worn backwards during the cycling. 

 
NOTE! This is the part of the anti-drafting rule that most participants misunderstand. When the 
rear bicyclist's front wheels pass your own, you are considered to be overturned! You then have 
to actively slow down and fall back to a distance of 10 or 12 meters within five (5) seconds. 
Thus, you must not increase or maintain the speed in order not to be overtaken 
 

• Penalty box. If you get a blue card during the cycling, you should stop when you get to the 
Penalty Box which is just before the aid station that exists for the long course but which also 
olympic distance passes on the way to the TA. Remember, it is your responsibility to take 
your penalty in the next penalty box. 

• In the penalty box you have to stand still for 5 minutes if you do the long course and 2 min if 
you do the olympic distance.  

• In the penalty box you have to get off your bike and stand with both feet on the same side of 
the bike, only then does the timing start for the penalty. Then wait for the official to give you 
the green light. 

• Puncture or other problems on the bike should be fixed by yourself. You are not allowed to 
get help from anyone else. Make sure you have an extra tube, pump and tool with you in 
case you need to fix the bike. 

• In connection with the turnaround area for the bike course, Vansbro Rescue Station is 
located (long course). If it becomes an emergency, it is important that you follow the 
instructions from our officials. 

Transition area – Bike to Run 
• Before reaching TA, slow down properly as you approach the dismount line and TA. 

Don’t forget that overtaking is forbidden in the section "Suspension Bridge". You must 
dismount your bike prior to crossing the dismount line before entering TA. You must 
then push your bike to your rack. 

• You need to place your bike back in the same position as collected from (your race 
number racking position) 

• Once you have racked your bike, you can then remove your helmet 
• Leave your bike gear next to your bike. 

Running course, long course: 
The course is easy to run, fun and motivating. You run 2 laps on a course measuring about 10.5 
km. The course goes mainly along the river and in central Vansbro. 

Water, electrolyte and gels are found in the aid station every 2 or 3km. Self service are allowed 
in connection with these official controls. 

See the map for the running course on the next page. 
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Run, olympic distance: 
The course is easy to run, fun and motivating. You run one lap on the track measuring 10.5 km. 
The course goes mainly along the river and in central Vansbro. 

Water, electrolyte and gels are found in the aid station every 2 or 3km. Self service are allowed 
in connection with these official controls. 

Rubber bands at the northern turning point of the run 
At the northern turning point of the run that you reach after about 7 km of running, you get a rubber 
band to keep track of which lap you’re on. Good for the audience as well. If you participate in the 
olympic distance, you only get one band since you only run one lap on the running track, ie when you 
come back to Vansbrosimningens arena with a band on your wrist, you turn directly into the finish 
area and enjoy the audience's cheers. 

If you run the long course, you should run two laps on the entire running track. This means that you 
have to go to the northern turning point where you get a rubber band twice, the first time after 
about 7 km and the second time after 17.5 km, when you get your second rubber band it’s your turn 
to run into the finish area and enjoy the audience's cheers. 

Important about the run section:  
• No music equipment to be worn or used during running (or cycling). 
• The penalty box on the run section is located at depot 2 approx 6km from TA. It is your 

responsibility to inform the official about your penalty. 
• Your race number should be worn well visible on the front of the body during the run. 

Finish line  
After passing the finish line you will recive a 
medal and plenty of refreshment in our recovery 
area. Friends and family medmbers are not 
permitted in the finsih area.  

Congratulation – you did it! 
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Others  

Swedish Triathlon Association 

This competition is sanctioned by the Swedish Triathlon Association and follows the rules that apply 
to triathlon. You can find rules at www.svensktriathlon.org. 

 

Discipline policy  
Only competition judges have the right to impose sanctions on breaches of the rules. As a contestant, 
you always have the right to complete the competition and then submit a protest after the finish. 

Disqualification can be done on the following grounds: 
1. Unsporting behavior before, during or after competition. 
2. Positive doping test. 
3. Drafting ie to obviously lie on the roll behind the front runner. 
4. Pacing, where someone except the race runs or bicycles in front of you as a helper. 
5. Receive outside help. 
6. Violation of rules regarding equipment / clothing, eg refuse to wear a helmet, number patch, 

assigned bathing cap, be naked in the shift area, run with bare torso. 

Health care 
During the competition there are health care professionals on site. 

Energy 
We serve sports drinks and bars from Enervit, water, bananas and for the run there are also 
Coca-Cola and chips. 

Remember to start the cycle with fluid and energy on the bike for the entire cycle if you 
participate in the Olympic and the first 45km if you are participating in the middle distance. 

Litter zones 
Vansbro Triathlon works to ensure that our competition does not litter. For this reason, there 
are designated litter zones along the course where you will be able to dispose of litter without 
being penalized. If you throw something outside these zones, you will be given a time penalty. If 
you violate this rule and get a yellow card time penalty to be served in the next penalty box. 
Penalty is 30 seconds for the middle distance and 15 seconds for the Olympic distance. 
Remember that it is your responsibility to ensure that you are serving this penalty. 

Shower 
In connection to the TA we offer hot showers and changing tents. 

Food is included for those who compete 
On presentation of a food ticket (provided in the race package), you can pick up your food and 
drinks in the restaurant tent on the arena.  
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Award ceremony 
17:00 is the time for the award ceremony in the restaurant tent. The Prize is awarded to top 3 in the 
men's and ladies in all race classes on the middle distance, regardless of senior or masters. To obtain 
the prize, the winners need to be present during the award ceremony. This is to honor our sponsors, 
journalists, photographers and audiences. 

Pack up your stuff & pick up your bike 
When you're ready, go into the TA and pick up your stuff. You need to have your race bib to pick 
up your bike.  If you send a family member, they need your race bib. This is a safety procedure 
so that no one should be able to steal your bike. Take an extra look around the place so you 
don't forget anything unnecessarily.   

Wifi 
Free Wifi access is available on the arena. 

Accommodation 
www.visitdalarna.se 

Organizer 
Vansbrosimningen 
Järnavägen 14 
780 50 Vansbro 
www.vansbrosimningen.se  

Upcoming information 
For current information and updates, please chef the website http://vansbrosimningen.se and follow 
us on Facebook as well.   

Good luck! 
As you can see as you’ve now read through the Athlete’s guide the participants in long course and 
the olympic distance will be out on the bike and running course at the same time, we choose to do 
this to raise the atmosphere and the festival feeling as much as possible. This also makes it especially 
important for you to keep track of the distance you are involved in, whether you are cycling one or 
two laps on the bike course and one or two laps on the running course. If you are unsure, ask the 
officials. 

When it comes to the olympic distance that really should be 1500m swimming, 40km bike and 10km 
running, we have made it a bit more accessible by shortening the swimming slightly to 1000m and 
bike course is 45km. The running course is just over 10km, so you run one lap instead of two laps - as 
the participants in the long course do. So not an accurate olympic distance, but since the shorter 
swimming is followed by a slightly longer cycling the overall race time is about the same and you 
should be really proud of your performance, and perhaps you will be a bit eager to test the long 
course next year. 

Welcome to Vansbro! 

Competition leader, Clas Björling 

http://www.visitdalarna.se/
http://www.vansbrosimningen.se/
http://vansbrosimningen.se/
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